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Background
Saudi Arabia is the world’s largest exporter of petroleum
liquids and maintains the world’s largest crude oil
production capacity, both of which are exclusively
controlled by the state-owned Saudi Aramco, the world’s
largest energy company. The country holds 16% of the
world’s proven oil reserves and often holds half of global
spare capacity (the volume of production that can be
brought on within 30 days and sustained for at least 90
days) (EIA, 2015a). This spare capacity allows Saudi Arabia
to effectively manage supply to the global market which
can significantly impact global prices, as witnessed since
late 2014 (EIA, 2015a; Al Darwish et al., 2015). Although
the country holds the fifth largest natural gas reserves
worldwide, natural gas production is limited, and the
produced gas is only used domestically. As domestic demand
for gas grows, partly to offset crude oil use for power
generation, conventional gas production is set to increase
as well as production from shale and tight reserves (EIA,
2015b). No coal is produced in Saudi Arabia.
Changes to global oil prices impact the country’s finances
significantly because oil revenues generally account for
at least 90% of Saudi Arabia’s fiscal revenues and 80%
of export revenues (IMF, 2015a; EIA, 2015b). Although
revenue from the oil sector was worth $234 billion in 2014,
as a result of the recent low oil prices this represented a
7.2% fall in value compared to 2013 (Ministry of Finance,
2014, 2015). IMF figures show that exports of oil and
refined products fell from $322 billion in 2013 to $285
billion in 2014 and are projected to fall to $184 billion
in 2015 (IMF, 2015b). Generating sufficient revenue to
balance government spending requires an oil price of $97
to $106 per barrel and the significant drop in oil prices
in 2014 led to a deficit of $17 billion, the first since 2009
(Evans-Pritchard, 2015; Jadwa Investment, 2014; SAMA,
2015b). The Ministry of Finance had predicted that
continued low prices would result in a budget deficit of
$39 billion, however, the government has been forced to
cut non-essential spending as the estimated deficit has since
been increased to $107 billion (Ministry of Finance, 2014;
Nereim, 2015).
Prior to the oil price crash, the loosely followed LongTerm Strategy for the Saudi Economy had aspired to
nearly double per capita income between 2004 and 2024,
by adding value to oil-derived exports through investing
significantly in increasing domestic refinery capacity, and
by developing the petrochemical industry (MEP, 2010:
43-44). The trend looks likely to continue throughout the
Tenth Development Plan (2015–2019) which, in line with
the Long-Term Strategy, has the objective of ‘encouraging
manufacturing industries which depend on hydrocarbon
and mining raw resources’, increasing activities associated
with the production and refining of natural resources,
and ‘maximizing the value added of oil and gas resources’
(MEP, 2014).
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Significant subsidies to the consumption of fossil fuels are
provided in Saudi Arabia. These consumer subsidies were
estimated at more than $60 billion in 2011, and are in place
in a range of sectors including transport, electricity and
potable water produced by desalination plants (EIA, 2015b;
Krane, 2014; Nachet and Aoun, 2015). The Saudi Arabian
Monetary Agency (SAMA) has acknowledged the link
between growth in demand for fossil fuels and consumer
subsidies and has called for their reform, looking to the
wider reform experience in the neighbouring United Arab
Emirates (Körner, 2015; MEP, 2014; Reuters, 2015b).
Saudi Aramco controls the country’s oil and gas
production and distribution networks, owns 72% of the
country’s eight refineries, and owns a further 2.4 million
barrels per day of refining capacity overseas through
equity and joint ventures in Japan, China, South Korea, the
United States and Indonesia (EIA, 2015b; Saudi Aramco,
2015a). Although income from crude oil exports fell by
15% in 2014, exports from refined products increased by
22% (SAMA, 2015a). Moves to increase competition and
investment in natural gas exploration has seen the ‘Empty
Quarter’ opened to private exploration investment; however,
poor exploration results have meant that foreign companies
have stopped their activities in the country (EIA, 2015b).
A number of other industries that rely on domestic
support to fossil fuel production are dominated by stateowned enterprises (SOEs) in Saudi Arabia. These include the
Saudi Electricity Company (SEC, 80% government-owned);
the integrated chemicals company, Saudi Arabia Basic
Industries Company (SABIC, 70% government-owned); and
the Saline Water Conversion Corporation (SWCC, 100%
government-owned).

National subsidies
Only foreign companies pay tax in Saudi Arabia. There
is limited publicly available information on direct
government support or tax concessions offered to the oil
and gas industry and for fossil-fuelled power production.
Although state-owned Saudi Aramco currently controls
oil and gas production, some companies have been
permitted to undertake exploration activities in some
areas. No extraction is currently taking place by private
companies, but if it were, it would be covered by royalty
rates and support measures set out in Petroleum Concession
Agreements (PCAs), which are issued for every field (Ernst
and Young, 2015). The country’s tax codes also mention that
a range of incentives are available for oil and, particularly,
gas producers, including accelerated depreciation and instant
tax deductions for a variety of exploration activities (ibid.).
However, estimates of the value of these support measures
are not published.
The government also supports R&D relevant to oil
and gas production through investment in research
and research institutions. The King Fahd University of

Table 1: Saudi Arabia’s national subsidies to fossil fuel production, 2013–2014 ($ million except where stated otherwise)
Subsidy

Subsidy type

Targeted energy
source

Stage

2013 estimate

2014 estimate

Estimated annual
average amount

Net change in gross fixed capital
formation for oil sector

Direct investment

Oil and gas

Cross-cutting

15,088

N/A

Not quantifiable
- included in SOE
expenditure

Investment in R&D institutes

Direct investment

Oil and gas

Cross-cutting

N/A

N/A

Investments in Port Authority

Direct investment

Oil and gas

Cross-cutting

N/A

N/A

Investment in Geological Survey Authority

Direct investment

Oil and gas

Cross-cutting

N/A

N/A

Total national subsidies

N/A

Sources and additional data are available in the Data Sheets that accompany each Country Study.
Note: N/A indicates data was not publicly available at the time of publication.

Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM) is just one example of a
government-funded research institute that benefits oil and
gas production. In 2013 and 2014, the Saudi government
funded KFUPM at an average annual cost of $351 million
(SAMA, 2015b). Similarly, central funding supports
government agencies that may engage in activities that
benefit the production of fossil fuels – such as the Saudi
Ports Authority or the Saudi Geological Survey Authority,
which received average annual funding of $468 million and
$67 million, respectively (ibid.). The portion of these funds
that can be directly attributed to fossil fuel production is
unclear.

State-owned enterprise investment
Generating more than $1 billion a day in revenue prior to
the fall in the oil price, state-owned Saudi Aramco is by far
the biggest oil and gas company in the world with capacity
to produce 3.5 billion barrels of oil and 4.1 trillion cubic
feet of gas annually (EIA, 2015b; Forbes, 2015; Saudi
Aramco, 2015a). The company also has subsidiaries and
affiliates in China, Egypt, Japan, India, the Netherlands, the
Republic of Korea, Singapore, the United Arab Emirates,
the United Kingdom and the United States as well as other
operations further afield (Saudi Aramco, n.d.).
Despite already holding reserves of 261 billion barrels of
oil and 294 trillion standard cubic feet of gas, Saudi Aramco
is investing heavily in exploration with a record number
of drilling and production rigs in use in 2014 (Atanasova,
2015a). In 2014 the company discovered eight new oil and
gas fields, the most in its history, taking its total to 129 and
resulting in the largest reserves ever recorded (Saudi Aramco,
2015a). In line with company targets of maintaining
current oil production levels and increasing gas production,
Saudi Aramco is commencing a range of on- and offshore
exploration and development activities for conventional and
unconventional sources (EIA, 2015b; Saudi Aramco, 2015a;
Atansova, 2015b).

In 2014 Saudi Aramco announced that it would
spend $100 billion on expanding its refining activities
domestically and internationally, with the aim of becoming
the largest refiner in the world in the coming years (MEES,
2014; Reuters, 2015d). As well as its substantial interests
in overseas refineries, Saudi Aramco has overseas R&D
Centres and Technology Offices in the United States, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, China and
South Korea (Saudi Aramco, 2015a).
The company also has significant investments in oil
and gas transportation networks. In 2014 the company
completed projects including the upgrade of a platform
at the Ras Tanura Sea Island Terminal, design work to
recommission the Al-Mu’ajjiz Terminal, and three pipeline
projects (Saudi Aramco, 2015a). Since 1990, Saudi
Aramco’s pipeline network has nearly doubled and the
company aims to increase this by a further 31% by 2020
(ibid.).
Saudi Aramco is also investing in a carbon capture and
storage (CCS) project linked to enhanced oil recovery at
its Uthmaniyah field, which is due to start in 2015 (Saudi
Aramco, 2015b).
Until recently, the Ministry of Petroleum and
Mineral Resources (MPMR) and the Supreme Council
for Petroleum and Minerals (SCPM) had oversight of
Saudi Arabia’s oil and gas sector and of Saudi Aramco’s
operations (Lahn and Stevens, 2011; Critchlow, 2015).
However, the SCPM was dissolved earlier this year and
has since been replaced by the Saudi Aramco Supreme
Council, a move that has also separated the company
from MPMR (Reuters, 2015f). While there was effective
transparency between Saudi Aramco and the government
through the SCPM, detailed or disaggregated information
relating to Saudi Aramco’s investments, revenues and
tax payments is not available to wider society or many
other parts of government (World Bank, 2007). In light of
this, the best estimates we have for government support
for fossil fuel production through SOE investment come
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from the amount Saudi Aramco invested in projects. In
2013 and 2014 material procurement by Saudi Aramco
was $8.4 billion and $5.1 billion, respectively, while the
values for contract procurement totalled $33 billion and
$43 billion (Saudi Aramco, 2015a). Taking these together,
Saudi Aramco’s estimated annual investment in oil and gas
production in 2013 and 2014 averaged $45 billion.
The Saudi Electric Company (SEC) is 80% governmentowned and oversees the electricity network in the country,
which is almost entirely powered by oil and gas. A
number of ownership arrangements are in place, including
generating plants that are owned outright by SEC, plants
that are jointly owned by SEC and private partners, and
plants that are owned by other smaller SOEs (e.g. the
Saline Water Conservation Corporation) or companies
where the state holds a minority stake (e.g. through its
partial ownership of ACWA Power via PIF and the Saudi
Pension fund which together own 16.7% of the company’s
stock) (Arabian Business, 2015; Reuters, 2015c; IFC, n.d.).
Although the Tenth Development Plan (2015–2019)
includes an objective of developing renewable energy
sources for use in electricity generation and water
desalination, a project to establish solar-powered electricity
in the country has been delayed by eight years (from 2032
to 2040), which, combined with the fact that SEC’s current
generation projects are all oil- or gas-fired, suggests power
production will remain dependent on fossil fuels for the
foreseeable future (MEP, 2014; Dipaola, 2015). To put this
in context, between 2013 and 2014 SEC transferred an
annual average of $17 billion to Saudi Aramco to cover
fuel costs, which remain significant in spite of the fact that
SEC benefits from below-market fuel prices (SEC, 2015).
In an attempt to increase export revenues, there has been
a push to reduce the use of crude oil and its derivatives in
power generation in Saudi Arabia, and to shift to other
energy sources, particularly natural gas, though this is in
competition with other demand for the resource.
Between 2013 and 2014, the net change in value of
SEC’s generation assets was $4.8 billion, which was
mainly due to increased capital detailed as ‘equipment
and machinery’ suggesting significant investment in power
generation (SEC, 2015). The latest SEC annual report
notes six projects with a total capacity of more than 14
GW under construction though no data regarding specific
investments could be found (ibid.).
Saudi Arabia Basic Industrial Chemicals (SABIC) is 70%
state-owned and is the second largest diversified chemical
company in the world with assets valued at $85 billion
(SABIC, 2015). As well as access to cheap energy in Saudi
Arabia, the company benefits significantly from cheap
fossil fuel inputs, which, particularly for natural gas used
for fertiliser production, releases significant quantities of

carbon dioxide (SAGIA, n.d.; SABIC, 2015). Investment
in the petrochemicals sector is outside of the scope of this
report, so no investment by SABIC is therefore included in
our estimates of SOE investment.

Public finance
Saudi Arabia has several public finance institutions that
each provide some finance to fossil fuel production.
Information for most institutions was incomplete.
Nonetheless, finance averaging $7.2 billion per year for
fossil fuel production activities was identified, all of which
was provided for downstream activities – namely, fossil
fuel-based electricity generation and oil refining.

Domestic
The government of Saudi Arabia provides loans directly
to a number of SOEs. SEC currently has access to interestfree loans from the government totaling approximately
$35 billion, including a $13 billion loan agreed in 2014
‘to help fund its generation projects’ (SEC, n.d.; Reuters,
2014). It is likely that this loan will solely benefit fossil
fuel-based electricity generation, given that all of Saudi
Arabia’s electricity is fossil fuelled, all of the 14 GW of
ongoing capacity development is fossil fuelled, and there are
no large-scale renewable energy projects or nuclear energy
projects under active planning or construction in Saudi
Arabia (SEC, n.d; Dipaola, 2015; Nachet and Aoun, 2015;
Reuters, 2015g).
The Public Investment Fund (PIF) is one of a number
of domestic institutions responsible for providing finance
for the production of fossil fuels. Detailed project data is
not made publicly available for most projects, although
in 2011 domestic projects financed by PIF included local
refineries, petroleum products storage tanks, crude oil and
petroleum distribution networks, export-oriented refineries,
petrochemical factories and water and electricity projects
(Ministry of Finance, 2015). PIF disbursements per year
and total outstanding loans averaged $3.5 billion and $18
billion, respectively, from 2010 to 2014 (SAMA, 2015b).
SEC holds an outstanding loan from PIF for $662 million,
though it is unclear when this loan was finalised (SEC,
n.d.). PIF is also a listed investor in at least three electricity
generation companies alongside ACWA and SEC, although
its level of investment could not be identified (ACWA Power,
n.d.).1 The only transaction by PIF for fossil fuel production
that could be identified was in 2014 for a $206 million
investment in a Saudi refinery expansion project.
PIF is also the sole shareholder of the Saudi Arabian
Investment Company (also known as Sanabil al-Saudia), a
sovereign wealth fund launched in 2009 with a share capital
of approximately $5.3 billion and target investment sectors

1

The companies are Shuaibah Water and Electricity Company, Jubail Water and Electric Company and Shuqaig Water and Electric Company.
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Table 2: Saudi Arabia’s state-owned enterprise (SOE) investment ($ million except where stated otherwise)
Name of SOE

Project / investment

Description

Fossil fuel sector

2013
estimate

2014
estimate

Average annual
amount

Saudi Aramco

Investment

Total material and
contract procurement

Oil and gas

41,443

48,047

44,745

Saudi Electric Company

Rabigh-1, Mecca

1.2 GW plant.

Oil and gas (electricity)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Saudi Electric Company

Riyadh-11, Darma, Riyadh

1.7 GW plant.

Oil and gas (electricity)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Saudi Electric Company

Qurayyah, Eastern Province

3.9 GW plant.

Oil and gas (electricity)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Saudi Electric Company

Rabigh-2, Mecca

2.1 GW plant.

Oil and gas (electricity)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Saudi Electric Company/Saudi
Aramco

Fadhili

1.4 GW plant.

Oil and gas (electricity)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Saudi Electric Company/Saudi
Aramco

Jazan

3.8 GW plant.

Oil and gas (electricity)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Totals
Total SOE investment ($ m)

44,745

Total SOE investment (Riyal m)

174,573

Sources and additional data are available in the Data Sheets that accompany each Country Study
Note: N/A indicates data was not publicly available at the time of publication.

that include both energy and chemicals (Sanabil, 2013).
Aside from part-ownership of ACWA, as mentioned in the
SOE section, no data on Sanabil’s investment activities was
available.
The Saudi Industrial Development Fund (SIDF) also does
not provide detailed information on its lending activities.
Data aggregated by sector suggests that the majority of its
lending portfolio is dedicated to non-fossil fuel industries.
However, in 2013 SIDF extended a loan valued at $2.6
million to a project in the oil and gas sector and two projects
in 2014 with a value of $2.3 million, taking the total value
of its current investments in the oil and gas sector to $870
million (SIDF, 2014, 2015a). It is not clear over what period
these investments have been made.
Saudi Arabia’s National Commercial Bank (also known
as AlAhli Bank or NCB) is a state-owned bank, one of the
largest banks in the Arab world. Between domestic and
international investments, NCB provided $492 million in
domestic finance for fossil fuel production between 2013
and 2014.

International
The Saudi Fund for Development (SFD) provides guarantees
and export credit insurance services to help mainly non-oil
sector exporters by covering 90% of the value of their
exports. Across 2013 and 2014 support to the chemicals and
plastics sectors in terms of finance and insurance averaged

$550 million annually, although it is not possible to
determine which portion is linked to fossil fuel production
(SAMA, 2015a). SFD provided finance to two natural
gas-fired power plants between 2013 and 2014, which
amounted to an average of $48 million in finance for fossil
fuel production annually.
NCB also provided international public finance for fossil
fuel production, in the form of a $168 million loan for a
refinery expansion in Oman.
Saudi Arabia also contributed to fossil fuel production
via shareholdings in the multilateral development banks,
including through shares in the African Development Bank
and the World Bank Group institutions. Through these
multilateral shares, Saudi Arabia provided support of $69
million annually to fossil fuel production.
Saudi Arabia is also a major shareholder of the Arab
Petroleum Investments Corporation (APICORP), owning
a 17% stake. APICORP invests in fossil fuel-producing
projects, but these investments were not covered by this
analysis, and so are not included in the calculation of Saudi
Arabia’s public finance for fossil fuel production.
Finally, Saudi Arabia holds 2.6% of the shares in the
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, a new international
financial institution scheduled to begin operations in 2016,
with $100 billion in total capital. The Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank could be a potential source of public
finance for fossil fuel production in the future.
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Table 3: Saudi Arabia’s public finance for fossil fuel production, 2013-2014 ($ million except where stated otherwise)
Institution name

Coal mining

Coal-fired
power

Upstream oil
and gas

Oil and gas
pipelines, power
plants and
refineries

Total fossil
fuel finance
2013 & 2014

Annual avg. fossil
fuel finance

Ministry of Finance

-

-

-

13,200

13,200

6,600

National Commercial Bank

-

-

-

492

492

246

Public Investment Fund

-

-

-

206

206

103

Subtotal domestic

-

-

-

13,898

13,898

6,949

National Commercial Bank

-

-

-

168

168

84

Saudi Fund for Development

-

-

-

96

96

48

Multilateral Development Bank share

0.5

14

41

82

138

69

Subtotal international

0.5

14

41

346

402

201

Domestic

International

Totals
Total public finance ($ m)

7,150

Total public finance (Riyal m)

27,896

Sources and additional data are available in the Data Sheets that accompany each Country Study.

Private companies
Private upstream oil and gas companies
No private companies are currently exploring for or
producing oil and gas in Saudi Arabia. In 2003 a number
of blocks were opened up to private multinational oil and
gas companies in partnership with Saudi Aramco. However,
poor exploration results in the so-called ‘Empty Quarter’
appears to have caused all operations to cease by 2014
(EIA, 2015b). In 2013 and 2014, the state-owned Bahrain
Petroleum Company also produced a limited amount of oil
and gas in Saudi Arabia. However, this was less than 1.5%
of that produced by Saudi Aramco (Rystad Energy, 2015).

Private midstream/downstream oil and
gas companies
Saudi Aramco (an SOE) owns 72% of the refining capacity
in the country. The remaining portion is divided among a
number of international companies that have joint ventures
with Saudi Aramco including: Total (France); Sumitomo
Chemical (Japan), ExxonMobil (United States); Sinopec
(China); and Shell (Netherlands) (Saudi Aramco, 2015a).

Private coal companies
There is no coal production in Saudi Arabia.

Private electricity companies (fossil fuel-based)
Saudi Arabia does not have any private fossil fuel-based
electricity companies.
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Methodology
(for detailed methodology see Chapter 3 of main report)
This report compiles publicly available information on G20 subsidies to oil, gas and coal production across G20
countries in 2013 and 2014. It provides a baseline to track progress on the phase-out of such subsidies as part of a
wider global energy transition. It uses the following terms and their definitions.

Production subsidies
Government support for fossil fuel production. For the purpose of this country study, production subsidies include
national subsidies, investment by state-owned enterprises (SOEs) (domestic and international) and public finance
(domestic and international) specifically for fossil fuel production.

Fossil fuel production
Production in the oil, gas and coal sectors. This includes access, exploration and appraisal, development,
extraction, preparation, transport, plant construction and operation, distribution and decommissioning. Although
subsidies for the consumption of fossil fuels can support their production, this report excludes such subsidies as
well as subsidies for the consumption of fossil fuel-based electricity.

National subsidies
Direct spending, tax and duty exemptions and other mechanisms (such as forms of capacity markets) provided
by national and sub-national governments to support fossil fuel production. Normally, the value assigned for a
national subsidy is the number provided by the government’s own sources, by the OECD, or by an independent
research institution.

State-owned enterprise (SOE) investment
A SOE is a legal entity created by a government to undertake commercial activities on its behalf. SOEs can be
wholly or partially owned by governments.
It is difficult to identify the specific component of SOE investment that constitutes a subsidy, given the limited
publicly available information on government transfers to SOEs (and vice-versa), and on the distribution of
investment within their vertically integrated structures. Therefore, this report provides data on total investment
by SOEs in fossil fuel production (where this information is available from the company), which are presented
separately from national subsidies.
For the purpose of this report, 100% of the support provided to fossil fuel production through domestic and
international investment by an SOE is considered when a government holds >50% of the shares.

Public finance
Public finance includes the provision of grants, equity, loans, guarantees and insurance by majority governmentowned financial institutions for domestic and international fossil fuel production. Public finance is provided
through institutions such as national and multilateral development banks, export credit agencies and domestic
banks that are majority state-owned.
The transparency of investment data for public finance institutions varies. Assessing the portion of total
financing that constitutes a subsidy requires detailed information on the financing terms, the portion of
finance that is based directly on public resources (rather than raised on capital markets) or that depends on
the institutions’ government-linked credit rating. Few of the institutions assessed allow public access to this
information. Therefore, we report the total value of public finance from majority government-owned financial
institutions for fossil fuel production separately from ‘national subsidy’ estimates.
For the purpose of this report, 100% of the support provided to fossil fuel production through domestic
and international financing is considered when a government holds >50% of the shares in the bank or financial
institution.
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